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CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE
•

Build 1ng an
even more
business

Update from Ceoff Frtnch

On 17th October we held our first Annual General Meeting

We have made three new senior appointments in

as a public company. Held In a converted Brewery in the

Group Marketing. Patricia Vickers joins us as Director of

City of London, many employee shareholders attended,

Corporate Development, with Lak Siriwardene as Corporate

and it was a much more formal affair than in former years,

Communications Manager and Ian White as Marketing

but it did provide the opportunity to announce that an

Services Manager. Lak talks about the challenges facing

agreement had been reached to acquire Ferguson

her in our new corporate environment in Outspoken.

Mcllveen LLP. There is more about our newest addition in

The generosity of Scott Wilson staff was evident at the

'People First', however I am delighted to add my welcome

recent Ball, which raised funds for the Millennium Project.

to all the staff of Ferguson Mcllveen who formally joined us

Held in Reading in the UK, it was a chance to celebrate

on 1st November - and indeed to everyone else receiving

all that's great about Scott Wilson employees, and I was

Exchange for the first time.

delighted to present the winners with their well-deserved

I was also able to report to our shareholders that we are

awards. I was also surprised and touched to receive an

in line with trading expectations for the first five months of

award myself, and would like to thank all of you for your

FY06, and that our order book is significantly ahead on last

continuing support.

year. Market conditions remain buoyant and we are confident
about our prospects for this financial year and beyond.

Our strategic and business plans continue to be
developed, and we are currently looking at how we can

Diversity is a continuing theme through this quarter's

continue to evolve, strengthen and grow Scott Wilson.

Exchange, particularly in Project Update. We've started

Our first six months as a pie have been very rewarding

posting reports on these exciting projects, like Cross Rail

and , with your help, I look forward to continuing the

and the Chinese and Indian Logistical Parks, on our careers

successful Scott Wilson story - and hopefully oversee a

website to attract more exceptional people to our

steadily rising price for all your shares and share options.

business. 'Inside Scott Wilson' has an article demonstrating
the importance of our CAT assessment by the UK Highways
Agency too.
Continuing with the diversity theme. 'Spotlight' focuses
on two types of business that illustrate the wide variety
of services we offer: business consultancy and our now
well-established joint venture with Alfred McAlpine -AMScott.
In addition, China and India demonstrate the geographic
diversity of our operations in Country Profile.
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PROJECT UPDATE

Chinese
success leads
to Indian
opportunities

The Shanghai office has seen huge success recenHy. In

considerable interest in India too. Not surprisingly, we're

particular, they have won a number of projects developing

looking to build on this, and Steve Fairhurst and Huang Wei

Logistics Parks in Dalian, China. These have been

are currenHy collaborating with our Delhi office on a

generated by the development of the Dalian Peninsula

number of similar projects around New Delhi and a major

as an industrial, agricultural and international shipping

IT industry corridor.

powerhouse, as well as a National Ecological Zone and
Tourist centre.
It's a brief that has grown considerably over time.
Now, the Master Plan encompasses the development of
new towns and the revitalisation of older areas, as well as
new leisure and tourism facilities. We're currenHy also
working on Logistics Parks at Xlngshutun, Dengshahe and
Ershillpu, and other projects in Jinbohaian and Daheishan

We're breaking new ground
all the time.

Scott Wilson's expertise in Logistics Parks and the
role we're playing in China's development has attracted

Crossrail reaches a
significant milestone

Right now, the Crossrail Hybrid Bill is at the House of
Commons Select Committee stage, and Scott Wilson is
playing a key role helping the project through the process.
As the name suggests, Crossrail connects the
West of London with the East, linking Maidenhead and
Heathrow with Shenfield and Abbey Wood. The project
is likely to cost around £10 billion, and we've been heavily

London will soon be even better connected

involved with it since 2001. Our client, Cross London
Rail Links, is keen to continue working with us, and
appointed us as a multi-disciplinary consultant for the
west and northeast surface routes for the next 10 years.
During the Committee sittings, the Crossrail team
was thanked for the project's excellent progress and the
manner in which it was achieved - and these thanks are
extended to everyone here who has contributed to its
success over the last four years.
To date, our services have centred on permanent
way and civil engineering for routes west of Paddington,
as well as architecture and cost estimating through subconsultants. However, many other disciplines and Scott
Wilson offices have been involved, and at its peak we
had over 100 people making valuable contributions.
With the new commission, that number is likely to grow
still further.
The UK Government is intending to bring some
amendments forward as the Bill continues through
Parliament. Scott Wilson will continue to provide the
expertise and assistance to realise this ambitious, high
profile project.
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INSIDE

scon WILSON

New Candidate experience
on scottwilson.com

- ..~

We're making 1t easier for talented people to join us.
For potential candidates, finding a job on scottwilson.com has

greater efficiency. Candidates can now search by location,

The overall aim is to significantly improve the candidate

not always been as straightforward as it could be. Equally, for

sector or discipline, and can apply for a vacancy or post a

experience for applicants and provide our recruiters with

the HR community, sharing and directing candidates to the

sperulative CV directly via the web.

valuable information, as well as reducing the time and cost
of recruiting. If we're to achieve our plans for growth,

right opportunity has required a considerable amount of wor1<,

December and January will see further developments,

and has occasionally led to candidates 'falling through the net'.

such as improved internal vacancy postings and application

we need to attract and secure high-quality candidates.

Now, there's a new search facility on the site; one linked to

processes, better e-mail links, tracking with our preferred

This approach will ensure that candidates feel they are

an innovative candidate management system that will enable

agencies and websites, and improved multi-lingual links

approaching a professional, responsive organisation that

the HR community to post and process applications with far

with other Scott Wilson careers sites around the world.

cares about their application - from the very outset.

Will CAT give us the cream?
To continue working on the UK's road network, we have to meet stringent industry
requirements. Highways Director Paul Bracegirdle explains the tough process.
The Capability Assessment Toolkit - or CAT - process

the CAT framework. They cover five areas: Direction and

our submissions, and to all those about to be interviewed

was introduced in 2003 and identifies the companies that

Leadership, Strategy and Planning , People, Partnerships,

by the assessment team. I certainly feel we've put together

can deliver best value solutions and services to the

and Processes and Resources. All are scored In a similar

a compelling case for keeping our place on the shortlist,

Highways Agency. They use the CAT score in conjunction

manner for substance, clarlty, quality and value added -

and expect a market leading CAT score.

with data on past performance to put together a shortlist

which the Highways Agency expect to result In a wider

of companies for tender opportunities. Consequently, it's

spread of scores that pinpoint areas for improvement.

essential that we don't just maintain our position in the

In our response to Part 2 we showcased our most

leading group of consultants, but improve on It each time.

important work. There was lots of lively debate about

Stop Press

This is our third CAT assessment in four years - and the

what should and shouldn't go In - the emphasis being

We're sorry to report that Tom Osorio, our Group

shortest in terms of turnaround time. The implementation

that we had to provide the assessment team with a clear

Business Systems Manager, decided to move back

documentation was posted onto the Highways Agency's

picture for their visit at the end of October. They have

to the oil industry and left Scott Wilson at the end

website in mid-August and we submitted our Part 1 and

appointments with our Chesterfield, Nottingham, A19

of October. We're looking internally and externally

Part 2 responses on the 28 August and 29 September

DBFO and A63 Melton sites, and AMScott offices In

for a replacement to take on a wider remit and hope

respectively. Part 1 was essentially a detailed profile of

Mansfield and Matlock. During the course of their visits,

to have a new Director of Business and Information

Scott Wilson (describing our size, structure, location and

they're likely to interview over 70 staff.

Systems in place by Christmas.

operations), while Part 2 addressed the 24 indicators of

New Education
Centre gets
Royal Approval
The Eden Project opens yet
another astonishing building.

My thanks go to everyone who so readily contributed to

was one thing - but the challenge of turning it into reality
was qu ite another. Work started with the roof (21 spirals
in one direction and 34 in the other) and finished with the
curved walls, which closed the envelope of the building .
Eden's General Manager, George Elworthy, described
the challenge of constructing such a unique piece of
architecture: "To build The Core we had to first build a team.
A team that could work well together, listen, learn and
achieve their full potential. Our brief was to make a worldclass iconic building that redefined education, a building

In June, Queen Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh

that stopped you in your tracks and made you think."

opened the new education centre at the Eden Project in

Design Manager Tim Williams, who worked on the

Cornwall, in the South West of England. Scott Wilson

project for the last year (with Richard Hoyes in the ro le

has been working on the centre - known as "The Core"

for two years before him) is still fin ishing some smaller

- for the last three years.

projects down at Eden. However, plans are already afoot

Designing one of the world's most striking buildings

for even more exciting developments on the site.
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SPOTLIGHT STRONG AND DIVERSE

Strength through our diversity
Scott Wilson can be defined by its diversity - of disciplines, projects, locations and people.
Business Consultancy and AMScott are just two good examples, and they're unique in what they do.
Business Consultancy's Director, Steve Brundle, sums up

of some of the Europe's leading investment programmes."

well established and highly regarded by the Highways

their role within the Group and the wider business sector:

AMScott was set up as a joint venture between Alfred

Agency. Around 240 people work in fully integrated teams,

'We work in collaboration across the dMsions, and spearhead

McAlpine and Scott Wiison in 2001 , in response to the

the company's activities in the global infrastructure investment

changing marketplace; to be a single service provider for

market. We're also establishing Scott Wilson at the forefront

highway network management. The partnership ts now

based in Mansfield or in the five depots.

Infrastructure
Assuring investment in
London's transport future defined
Christian Rinkel gives us an insight
into infrastructure investments.

Playing a critical role at the heart of the caprtal
Scott Wilson is providing independent programme

on A406 Hangar Lane: and the iBus passenger

assurance to TfL for its £10bn 5-year investment

information system. Excitingly, we are also carrying out

Infrastructure relates to essential assets that we all

programme, This strategic role supports Tfl in maintaining

the first-ever systematic review of Tfl's procurement and

use every day, from physical structures to transport

its credit rating, an essential component in raising capital

contract strategy on behalf of the Transport Commissioner.

networks. Global interest in the asset class is growing

to fund the programme as well as providing challenge

"The concept of IERs was introduced in the US

rapidly, driven by budgetary pressures on Governments

during the early 1980s", says Steve Brundle, Project

forcing them to explore alternatives to traditional public
sector provision and institutional investors attracted by

and support to the Tfl proiect teams themselves.
We carried out two of four pilot tERs at the end of

Director. "With client involvement, we have since

2005, and then won a three-year framework agreement

conducted two open seminars to discuss the benefits and

relatively predictable, income-orientated returns. It's

early this year. A number of major investment project

challenges of applying this approach to other investment

proved to be a specialist niche for Business Consultancy

reviews have now been undertaken, including the £1 bn

programmes

to support these infrastructure transactions.

Kings Cross Channel Tunnel Rail Link station design and

organisations as BAA, Network Rail, ODA, Highways

construction;

Agency, DfT and English partnerships have attended."

the refurbishment of

the

Blackwall

Northbound tunnel; Trackernet (London Underground
train information system); the replacement of two bridges

and

delegates

from

such

notable

For more information about this seminar and future
schedule, contact caroline.brock@scottwitson.com

"There are two types of infrastructure investments",
says Christian, "Economic -which is user-funded, such
as transport, utilities and communications; and Social where the government provides the core service whilst
the private sector builds, owns, finances, operates and
maintains the physical assets and facilities (Public
Private Partnerships - PPPs)."

A partnership for success

SW currently provides advice to major infrastructure
projects including the M25 DBFO, the German A-Modell
PPP, Madrid Calle 30 PPP, London City Airport
acquisition, Perpignan-Figueras High Speed Line, Dutch

infrastructure. The Network Control Centre co-ordinates

Scott Wilson's biggest contract is now in its fifth year.
AMScott manages and maintains the Highways
Agency's Area 7 in the English East Midlands. The area
Includes some of busiest routes in the country, including

the 24 hour incident response service, and is the first
point of contact for customers.

Technical Director Liz Sheerin is responsible for the
130 Scott Wilson staff.

AMScott delivers schemes which are identified,
providing an integrated approach incorporating early
contractor involvement. Schemes include highways,

Liz said "We provide a broad based service that

structures. street lighting and environment. Scott Wilson

brings together different skills in a seamless culture, such

offices provide professional consultancy support; the

that it is difficult to identify who is employed by which

majority from Matlock, with other offices providing

parent company. We depend on trust, openness and

specialist expertise.

honesty throughout the whole team with no surprises."
"We have a very effective partnership with the

AMScott has Its

own

bespoke management

systems, with accreditation to ISO 9001 :2000, ISO

Highways Agency, based on shared goals and joint

14001 :2004 and OHSAS 18001: 1999. The AMScott

problem solving."

team manages the annual Area 7 budgets and

AMScott

is

responsible

for

managing

and

programmes to assist the Highways Agency to meet its

coordinating all activities on the network. It carries out

objectives. The current Area 7 contract will be completed

routine and cyclic maintenance, which includes snow

in June 2009. The aim is to develop the joint venture for

clearance and precautionary gritting, grass cutting; and

future contracts.

inspections, maintenance and repairs to the highway
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The EU 1.1Billion Perpignan-Figueras project was a
significant challenge as Project Manager Alan Brookes

prioritised, designed and constructed by the team,

parts of the M1 and A 1.

High Speed Line and London Underground PPP.

For more details, see: http://www.amscottjv.com/

explains. "All the project documentation including the
concession agreement was in French and Spanish. It was
financed by the French and Spanish governments and a
number of European banks with EU support. This proved
yet again the firm's ability to manage complex international
projects in a fast-moving environment."

SPOTLIGHT STRONG AND DIVERSE

Scott Wilson: Proud to be part of
'the next industrial revolution'
Helping drive culture change into the heart of UK industry.
The National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) is

· our partnership is increasing the potential for successful

a UK business-led cultural change programme that helps

industrial symbiosis projects; with science and technology

companies use their assets to deliver better bottom line,

overcoming barriers that might otherwise bring such projects

environmental and social benefits. Delivered at regional level

to a hair, says Paul Mather, KTN Manager for the South East.

across the UK, each region has a dedicated team that

NISP is widely recognised as a trailblazing business

works closely with businesses. Scott Wilson is the

opportunity programme, and the natural step is to move

delivery partner for three of these regions - the South

onto the global stage. The organisation was recently

East, East Midlands and East of England.

awarded its first international contract in Chicago -

Our teams work with all sorts of organisations,

linking with the Chicago Waste to Profit team. It has also

arranging cross-sector collaborations where by-products

been brought to the attention of the China-EU Forum on

such as energy, water and materials, or logistics,

Sustainable Development and the United

expertise and assets are exchanged for mutual benefit.
A recent example is the recycling of construction

States

Business Council for Sustainable Development's Annual
"It's important that everyone is aware of just how

helped divert 1,000 tonnes of waste aggregate from

significant an impact this programme can have on global

co,

through the re -use of

resource efficiency," says Steve Brundle, Project Director.

waste aggregate. ·Buckinghamshire County Council wanted

·we have a fantastic team working across a variety of

to find ways to recycle and re-use the waste aggregates

industries, all of whom are passionate about being part of

from the development of the Aylesbury Public Transport

such ground-breaking initiatives."

helped their contractors find local resources and provided

our

the necessary technical support to make sure they could

www.nisp.org.uk

be used. As a result, we made a big difference to
reaching the council's ambitious recycling targets."

regional

activities

and

events

by

visiting

of business size or turnover

•

It has diverted more than 1.6 million
tonnes of wasts from landfill sites across
the UK

•

It has reduced C01 emissions by over

•

It has reduced the use of industrial water
by 387,000 litres

•

It has created 493 new jobs and
safeguarded a further 297

•

It has saved more than £145 million

business diversification

•

And it has generated £65 million in
additional sales for member companies

If you have any Ideas yourself, or would like to
get involved directly or on behalf of a client, please

One of our key partners is the Resource Efficiency

contact our NISP Project Manager, Debra Power

Knowledge Transfer Network KTN, which provides science

(debra.power@scottwilson.com) or one of the regional

technology and innovation support to the programme.

NISP has over 5,000 member
companies, and Is free to join regardless

through reduced waste disposal costs and

Find out more about the NISP programme and

Hub," says Robert Spencer, SE Regional Manager. "We

•

1.3 million tonnes

Conference in Austin, Texas.

and road building materials in the South East. Our team

landfill and 2.74 tonnes of

NISP - The facts

managers through the website.

N/SP is part-funded by Defra through its
Business Resource Efficiency and Waste
(BREW) Programme.

What's the big idea?

Getting ready for
the Olympics

One of the team's most recent major assignments
involved two deep-water ports - connected via a rail link
- that required a US$6 billion investment in a developing
country. We analysed the idea, developed a project

Working at the centre of London's
2012 planning.

concept and tested its viability from a number of angles,
involving ports, rail, technical and markets, economics

The Olympic Defrvery Authority (ODA), which is overseeing

and financial issues. We recommended a slight re-definition

preparations for the 2012 Olympics, has commissioned

of the project, which we again tested - and are now

Peter O'Dowd, Director of Business Change, to play a

looking at a second round of project re-definitions.

key role in the development of their strategic programme.

"We have a great relationship with a number of

"I was originally commissioned to implement their

technical experts and consultants around the Group. And

best practice programme and project management

Scott Wilson's Business Consultancy Group has launched

we're always keen to develop our combined portfolio through

processes," says Peter. "This led to the design and set-up

a service that tests the business sense of projects, ideas

existing clients and joint proposals, as well as in-house

of a strategic Programme Management Support Office -

and even their general strategy. One example is a new,

and open seminars," says Julian Aubert, Technical

or PMO - which I'm now overseeing." Peter is ensuring

innovative technology that's likely to be adopted to

Director. "In Nigeria recently, we looked at the viability of

that the client programme team has the information they

reprocess rubber in Bahrain. The client's idea was tested

a residential housing estate in a privately owned industrial

need to make proactive, efficient decisions, and help

from the supply side (ensuring we understood the dynamics

park. Although at an early stage, this assignment could

them build a proper structure for the new organisation;

and potential sourcing issues). the process (technical

potentially call upon our master planning, infrastructure

one with consistency and clarity. What's more, he's also

inputs from technology providers and Scott Wilson) and the

and design expertise, as well as market analysis,

developing a fully functioning enterprise-wide PMO that

market (for a finished product that's superior to existing

economic and financial analysis consultancy." To find out

will be seen as the centre of excellence for sponsorship,

products but faces a number of external challenges).

more please contact julian.aubert@scottwilson .com

delivery and governance issues.
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COUNTRY PROFILE

Big projects in the pipeline for
China and Hong Kong
Global co-operation agreement signals great opportunity
Our Chinese and Hong Kong operations have grown in

August by CEO Hugh Blackwood - secures global

strength with the signing of a 'Memorandum of

co-operation. It will also make the most of our extensive

Understanding'

global network of offices and clients, along with China

with

China

Harbour

Engineering

Company Ltd in Beijing. Mike Chalmers, Scott Wilson's

Harbours' worldwide capability for port development.

Hong Kong-based Director for Ports and Maritime says

Another significant development for the region was

he's "very pleased with this new high-level agreement, as

July's arrival of Technical Director Bruce Wong (pictured

It marks a further strengthening of our relationship with

here) and his team of electrical and mechanical engineers.

the world 's leading ports contractor - to share information

Their expertise significantly enhances our ability to offer

and seek to work together on projects of mutual benefit."

these services, both in the region and further afield. With

We've been working closely with China Harbours on

18 years' experience, Bruce and his team bring a wealth

a number of projects in Bangladesh, Angola and Mexico,

of knowledge on sustainable building design; from initial

and had an agreement with Zhen Hua Engineering

consultations, design reviews and audits, through to

Company Ltd, the Hong Kong branch of China Harbours,

detailed design, life cycle analysis, costing, specification

for some time. However, the new agreement - signed in

and installation.

Growth Year on Year between 1994 and 2004

Population

GDP (2005) In mHllons (US$)

9% (US 3.5%, UK 3%, France 2%, Germany 1.5%)'

1.273,000,000

2,224,811

Further expansion in India
India looks to continue astonishing growth.
Scott Wilson's operation in India started as a Joint

Their railways work includes a number of highprojects,

including

challenges on the horizon - such as an acute shortage
of technical manpower and rapidly increasing salaries.

Venture in 1994 on the back of one major project. Now,

profile

they have grown into a 525-strong fully owned

engineering for the third line of the Palwal Bhuteshwar

However, they have ambitious plans to acquire

subsidiary, which runs around 50 projects at any one

North Central Railway; proof-checking the design and

businesses, and double in size over the next two years.

time and brings in revenues in the region of £4 million.

drawing provision of the third line from Ahgarh Junction

the

detailed

design

Traditionally, they have been strongest in highways

to Ghaziabad; and project management consultancy for

and bridges; for example, they are currently working on

the third line of the Palwal Bhuteswar in Haryana and

detailed investigation and design, and construction

Uttar Pradesh.

supervision projects for a number of Indian National and
State Highways.
However, they are now expanding into other key
areas - such as Ports, Railways, Airports, Water and
Urban Infrastructure. They are involved with the design
and construction supervision of the Greenfield port at

The global increase in air traffic is mirrored by their
increasing presence in the sector too. Projects include
Greenfield International Airport at Bangalore and
Hyderabad, and the modernisation of Mumbai Airport.
Urban

Infrastructure projects include master

planning and detailed design for the development of

Pipavav in Gujarat, the construction of the container

infrastructure in Bhutan; and project management,

terminal and the main channel widening at Jawaharlal

master planning and rehabilitation of water, sewage and

Nehru Port in Mumbai, and the design review for

solid waste disposal in Jammu and Kashmir.

Greenfield port at Dhamra in Orissa.
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Though they've seen huge success, there are

Growth Year on Year between 1994 and 2004

Population

6% (US 3.5%, UK 3%, France 2%. Germany 1 5%)'

1,030,000,000

OUTSPOKEN

Straight talking Public Relations
With the recent flotation and reorganisation of Group Marketing, consistent external communications have never been
so important. Corporate Communications Manager, Lak Siriwardene gives us her views on the challenges that lie ahead.
Although I am relatively new to the company, what is most

environmenUclimate change, eco/conservation, planning

striking is the exceptional talent of our staff. I am very

& regeneration, business/financial impact, tourism, travel,

pleased to have the opportunity to be able to publicise

leisure, human interest, trends, key clients and so forth.

such an array of innovative and interesting market-led

National coverage can be turned around in one to

projects. An added bonus is the broad geographic area.

three months. However, a feature can occasionally run

The press team recognise what a tremendous platform

within a week - depending on exclusivity and the scale of

this is from which to work, especially with so many skilled-

it - though some magazines work three months in

based projects in our four principal market sectors.

advance, and key trade coverage generally relates to

Communications need to sit closely, comfortably

publication dates and frequency.

and in-line with the strategic vision of the company,
its values and key messages. The essence of the Scott
Wilson Group pie message is to convey our consultants
as international, multi-disciplinary, integrated experts
providing professional services.

"exceptional talent
of our staff"
It's also worth noting that all coverage is not

"consistent external
communications"

what's written.

We raise awareness of Scott Wilson's brand,

power of effective PR. It can educate and change opinion

"There is one
thing in the world
worse than being
talked about, and
that is not being
talked about"
Oscar Wilde

guaranteed and editors can pull a feature or article at the
11th hour. Unfortunately, we don't have editorial control of
Whatever is said though, there's no doubting the

reputation, people and services through national, financial,

and it costs little more than effort, enthusiasm and our

trade and specialist press, as well as TV and radio. This,

ability to seek and find opportunities. To say nothing

naturally, is totally dependent on prominent Scott Wilson

invites journalists to write about something or someone

stones, our dedicated supportive staff, and our established

else. There is too much for Scott Wilson to talk about for

network of communication channels. It is our role to

that to happen.

provide focus on using our various systems and procedures
to give guidance, and most importantly to communicate a
consistent message. This can be through the press, via
spokespersons. or talks given at specific forums and so
forth. Therefore, a degree of control is required on all
public relations communications and materials, which is
managed by the press team along with the divisional
marketing and PR representatives. This Is especially
imperative at a time of post flotation when Scott Wilson is
very much in the public domain. Message inconsistency
can have dire consequences on the brand, our reputation
and cause instability in the City affecting investors,
stakeholders and the monetary value of the company.

"innovative and
interesting
market-led projects"
Interesting, innovative and astute news stories are a
prerequisite to a successful PR campaign - and everyone
you talk to will probably have a different view on what
constitutes a 'story'. A story or an angle reflects the
journalist's output and is tailored to meet and match their
writing. Current topics, forward features and key themes
all play a role but success is achieved through flexibility
and compatibility. Key themes for us include: innovation,
futuristic angles, iconic structures, renewable energy,
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COMMUNITY FOCUS

Encouraging the
Engineers of tomorrow
Our graduates are making fantastic contributions outside our business too.
The Schools Project was started in Basingstoke as part of our

put into groups and given packs of information

graduate training programme. Keith Patrick, Mobola Ashiru and

activity, with the winners being awarded a trophy.

to complete the

Femi Yusuff are the founding members and their key aims were

The project proved to be hugely rewarding, not least

to communicate the crucial role of engineering in today's society,

because we developed great relationships with primary schools

and the increasing importance of sustainability. They did this

across Basingstoke.

by asking children to take part in challenging and rewarding
engineering-based activities.

The secondary school phase is currentty being developed

by the second year 2rYJ6f7 graduates, and will start this month.

The project is split into two phases - one for pi'mary schools

There, students will have a day-long Master Planning exercise

and one for secondary schools. For the primary school phase,

encompassing a broad range of environmental, pol~I. social

the children were asked to 'build' an environmentally-friendly

and financial factors. Hopefully, after Basingstoke's success, other

house and complete a quiz on how to run ~ efficientty. They were

offices may soon run similar projects too.

Scott Wilson
rolls out the red
carpet at the
Autumn Ball 2006

Best Actress, celebrating professional excellence

Mobola Ashiru took The Schools Projects 2006 and made

within Scott Wilson - UK Central's Annette Lardeur's

it their own - introducing Scott Wilson to over 300 local

devotion to the cause, superb management skills and

school children and their parents.

client relallonship expertise has been simply extraordinary.

We also surprised Geoff French with a Special Award to

Best Director, celebrating leaders within Scott Wilson -

recognise his valuable work on our stock market flotation.

UK South's Steve Brundle is a director who gets the best out

John Nutt presented Geoff with a pair of SW-branded

of his 'actors' and 'crews' by helping them interpret the

armbands to help him to keep the company afloat.

phenomenally complicated 'script'. One of Britain's top directors.

The one and only Mr Elvis Presley provided the

Best Foreign Language Project, celebrating the

entertainment, and we saw Nigel Burrows of lmaginate

The Scott Wilson Event for 2006 was titled 'A Night At The

achievement of an international team - Gareth Hearn,

Events (the event manager) presented with a Guinness

Movies' and took place on Friday 13th October at the

Elena Jackson and Darryn Wise thrived on the challenge of

World Record for the World's Largest Disco Ball.

Rlvermead Leisure Centre, Reading. Our very own awards

delivering our first oil-field experience project: The Sakhalin

Thanks to everyone who sponsored mirror tiles - it looked

the Wilson's - were presented during the evening, and

Pipeline Geotechnical Supervision Project in Russia. It took

absolutely fantastic.

the winners were:

place In the remote Sakhalin Island wilderness, and has
created a lasting partnership with the client.

Best Newcomer, celebrating the impact made by a
new employee -

UK South's Keith Patrick not only

performed well and gained promotion in his job; he also
led some hugely successful development projects.
Best Supporting Actor, celebrating Scott Wilson's
functional and administrative teams - lnternational's James
Gregory's dedication and willingness to take on tasks to
help others within his division was an inspiration to us all.
Best Supporting Actress, celebrating Scott Wilson's
functional and administrative teams - UK South's Nicola
Holloway has been a tremendous asset to Scott Wilson, in
particular for her work with the UK South graduate community.
Best Actor, celebrating professional excellence
within Scott Wilson - lnternational's Gareth Hearn's positive
attitude and strong performance has helped everyone
maintain a sense of perspective, whatever the circumstances.
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Best Project, celebrating the achievement of a project
team -

UK South's Keith Patrick, Femi Yusuff and

A wonderful evening was had by all; and we raised
nearly £4,000 for the Scott Wilson Millennium Project.
For more photos of the evening please see the back
page of this edition of Exchange.

PEOPLE FIRST

A Day in the Life
With the acquisition of Ferguson Mcllveen, the number of Scott Wilson offices grew in number. Architect Paul
Ginever is based in our new Guildford office and highlights the benefits of working in a rural setting .
l~estyle.

incomprehensible calculations and lines. Projects are

Every day we"re blessed with manicured rural surroundings.

developed in unison through sketches and discussion,

the subtle dance of a thousand trees and the occasional

and both the scheme and the design team are always the

invigorating fragrance of farriers re-shoeing the horses of

better for it.

My office couldn"t be further from the town-centre

Greenways Farm.

These skills are then transferred to subsequent jobs,

Our three refurbished farm buildings house a tight-knit

of which there is a great variety in the office. These include

family of construction experts. You might think architects

university extensions, secondary and primary schools,

and engineers are very different people, like 'chalk and

nurseries and children's centres, church extensions,

cheese', but that couldn't be further from the truth. We might

community centres and luxurious residential works for the

have hugely different working processes, and speak wildly

rich and famous next to innovative affordable housing. Add

different technical languages; but we stilt encourage each

to this large-scale civil and industrial works and it's difficult

other, and get a lot from working together every day.

to imagine how our two disciplines could exist without sitting

Here, we don't develop architectural designs and

next to each other. It's just as inspiring as the view outside
Ferguson Mctlveen employee representatives meeting in Be~ast

drawings and pass them on to others who add

the window.

Growing our
business
through
acquisition

Scott Wilson's restructuring
in Africa takes place

Ferguson Mcllveen LLP will bring a
wealth of experience and expertise.
Those of you who attended the Annual General Meeting

With continuing difficulties affecting the region, Scott Wilson moves
to stabilise and rebuild .
Scott Wilson has been very proud to hold a strong

and Trevor David - who will alt work out of Johannesburg -

years, we've seen difficult trading conditions and

we're hopeful that we can once again become a major

business tosses that can no longer be sustained. As a

player in the region.

result, we've had to make some significant changes.

on 17th October would have been the first to hear about

We've scaled back our businesses in Botswana,

the Ferguson Mcllveen LLP acquisition - a move that's

Malawi and Mozambique. Operations in Zambia have

come as a direct result of our successful relationship

been transferred to the direct responsibility of our mining

with them over the past few years. Headquartered in

group, and wilt contribute to our developing international

Belfast, Ferguson Mcllveen is a leading consultancy with

capability in this sector.

offices in the Republic of Ireland, Glasgow, Chester,

Our people in Zimbabwe, in particular, have

Guildford, Leeds, Middlesbrough and Swansea; and

worked very hard in difficult political and economic

employs 250 people. Their highly experienced teams

circumstances. But despite their best efforts, continuing

provide design consultancy services for the property,

losses have required us to close down all our offices in

environment and infrastructure sectors, and specialist

the country. A number of people have been made

disciplines include Architecture, Water Engineering and

redundant or left the business, including Dermot Knight -

Urban Design. Recent notable projects include Lagan

the former head of the Scott Wilson regional operation.

Weir, the redevelopment of Belfast Cancer Centre, the

However, we're pleased to report that many have

upgrade of Northern Ireland's North Coast Wastewater

transferred to our refocused operation in South Africa.

Scheme, and Dublin's Beacon South Quarter development.

We're also delighted that Newton Madhani, who has been

When we floated, Ireland was identified as an area

with Scott Wilson for over 18 years, has agreed to take

of great potential and the acquisition represents an

over the remaining projects and operations as part of a

important step in our strategy for growth. Most of

management buy out.

Ferguson Mcllveen wilt be integrated with the Scotland

Despite the business difficulties, we have recently won

and Ireland business and will be led by Ronnie Hunter.

a major rail project (Gautrain) in South Africa. This project

Other locations wilt join our UK South and UK Central

wilt be supported from additional resources from India and

Divisions. We're delighted to welcome all our new

China, and has enabled us to transfer a number of staff to

colleagues into the Scott Wilson Group and are confident

the centre of our South African operations in Johannesburg.

that both organisattons will be significantly strengthened
by this deal.

people like Ian Hargreaves, Vyande Chlsiza, Neil Young

business position in Africa. However, over the past three

Robin Hawley
Commercial Director - International

It wilt take time for us to stabilise and rebuild our
business in the region. But with the commitment of talented
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PEOPLE FIRST
Millennium Project Ball
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